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An original design by David Kennedy 
A 206mm diameter Peace Rainbow Suncatcher pattern which can be increased 

or decreased in size before printing.

  Peace Rainbow Suncatcher 

Stained Glass Pattern 206mm diameter



Information and Contents 

1. Title page with illustration.
2. Information & contents.
3. Color codes & glass listings.
4. Printing instructions.
5. PDF pattern.

 It is possible to re-size this pattern if you follow the guidance in the printing instructions.

The link to a short video explaining how to assemble your pattern is available at:          
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFap9dqRzxM  should you need it. 

For edging free standing round panels I would use 8mm x 4mm "U" section lead came.

For panels that are going into a frame I would recommend using a flat 12mm lead came.

I would recommend framing larger panels ( 760 mm x 380 mm ) in 12 mm zinc came for 
added strength.

This list of Art Glass manufacturers and retailers is not exhaustive but may be of use to you 
as valuable resources to view glass sheets, colors and textures. I know from experience that 
it is not always possible to obtain the glass of your choice and so access to a variety of 
different sources is always useful.  These include: 

https://www.youghioghenyglass.com/

https://oceansidecompatible.com/

https://www.kog.com/

https://shop.bullseyeglass.com/

https://wissmachglass.com/art-glass/

https://www.delphiglass.com/stained-glass/
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It is possible at this stage to re-size the pattern by adjusting the % in the "Tile Scale" box. Adding 5% will give you 
another 20 mm ( approx 3/4 inch ) all around, adding 10% will give you another 40 mm ( approx 1 3/4  inches ) all 
around and so on. When you are happy with your set up simply press print. Pages can then be taped together to 
form a full size pattern. 

Printing Instructions
This pattern can be printed using Adobe Acrobat Reader which can be downloaded free using this link, https://
get.adobe.com/reader/ This package allows you to tile print the pattern across several pages. 

Once you have opened the pattern in Adobe scroll down to page no 4 press the printer icon in the top left hand 
corner then select your printer. 

Under “ Pages to print “ select current page or page no 4. You will now see your pattern displayed as shown 
below.

Under “ page sizing and handling “ there are four buttons, Size, Poster, Multiple and Booklet. If you wish to print 
your pattern on a single sheet of A4 paper press "Size". Now press "Poster" and you will see the pattern 
displayed as it will be printed, full size 206mm diameter ( approx 8 inches diameter) on 2 sheets of A4 paper. 
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